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On a Problem of Chebyshev 
The classical problem of Che’oyshev referred to in the title concerns the 
best approximation of a power xii by a poIyaomiaI Q,a-l(~j of degree 
f2 - I, using the sup norm over the interval [--- 1: 11. The resulting po!y- 
nomial P - Q,&-) is the Chebyshev pdynomial of she first kind 
T&j -= cos ?zB (,Y = CQS Oj with leading coefficie:lt set equal, to one. The 
problem considered here is to approximate rhe powers ~9~~ ~-r~,.~.~ Y” 
simultaneously using the lower terms 1, .Y... a xS. Let i’(Xj = (1, x,. 1 .) P) 
(primes will denote transposesj, f;(xj - (I7 x,..., :.?) and f;(x) =I (P+~~ 
xs+2,..., 9). Further, let (2 be an arbitrary (12 - 3) X (5 ‘a- 2) matrix and -4 
be a positive definite (~1 - s) x (f~ - s) matrix with B fixed value, say I, 
for its determinant. It is required to find. the value of both Q and 2 whrch 
will minimize the supremum over [- I, 11 of 
Note that when s = 17 - 1 we have the ~riginalproblem of Chebyshsv. The 
solution to the generalized problem arose from a problem in the opti:~F 
design of experiments. It is arrived at fairly simply using certain 6scano~iI~ki 
mmmentf” of measures on [- 1, I]. The simplicity of the solmion 33~1s to 
reqirire minimizing over the matrix A as well as tlze polyi~omial part Q, 
k solution to the original problem using the canonical moments is described 
in the Section 2. Section 3 describes the generai soktion. Some examples 
are considered in the final section together with some prapsrties of the ~enerai 
solution. 
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2. SOLUTION OF ORIGINAL PROBLEM 
1n this section we give a solution to the original problem using canonical 
moments. Let 4 denote a vector of dimension n + 1 with a 1 in the last 
component. The probIem is then to minimize 
zE;yl, I 41fW12 cw 
with respect o q, If f denotes an arbitrary probabiIity measure on r-1, 11 
then (2.1) may be replaced by 
where A&(,$) is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix with elements 
m*j =s xi+3 d&x), i j = 0, I,,.., 12. 
Using game theoretic arguments it may be shown that 
p = iyf syp q’M(f) q = syp itf q’lW(R q. 
Letting e’ = (O,..., 0, 1) it then follows that 
= i?f e’M-l(f) e. 
The last equality uses Schwartz’s inequality. Note for later reference that 
equality is achieved for the supremum over q if and only if 
q = M-l(f) e/e’hP1(~) e. G-2) 
The problem is now to minimize 
where I M%l and I ~&I are the determinants of M<n and 
12.3) 
The two determinants involved and their ratio have a simple expression 
in terms of the canonical moments of %. For any probability measure E 
on t-1, l] let ci = Jxi d&x), i = 0, l,.... Now let c,f denote the maximum 
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value of the kth moment over measures p having the same first k - i 
moments as 6. That is, consider those ,G on [- 1, .I] with J xi &L@c) = +c~ 
for i = 0, l,..., k - 1; then c~+ = supcL J xx: d&x). Similarly let c7:- denote 
the corresponding minimum. The canonical moments are defined by 
Whenever cR- = ck+ we leave thep, undefined. If we then let 
the determinant [ M(&I is (see Skibinsky [4J or Studden [5]) a muItipIe of 
The ratio in (2.3) then turns out to be a constant times 
For s = n - 1 this quantity is the inverse of 
which is maximized for 
pi z 1 
23 i = 1,2,..*, 2a - 1, psn = 1 t2,5$ , 
(The general solution is given in (3.4) below). Now the measure with density 
has canonical moments pi = 4. See Skibinsky [4] or Karlin and Studden [2, 
p. 120]. Since the moments c,, = 1, cp ,...) c7; and pl, p3 ,..., pk are in I-f 
correspondence, the minimizing measure ,$+1 corresponding to (2.5) has 
its first 211 - 1 moments equal to those of the measure (2.6). 
The solution to the original problem, namely that T,(x), with leading coefiz- 
cient 1, minimizes (2.1) now follows. It can bc shown using the corresponding 
q = qnml from (2.2) that the polynomial ~~-,J(-v) is orthogonal to 9: 
k = 0, l,..., rz - 1, with respect to the measure in (2.6)). 
The measure knU1 corresponding to (2.5) is an “upper principal represan- 
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tation” for the measure (2.6). It concentrates mass proportional to 
1:2:2:...:2:1 at the n + 1 zeros of (1 - x”) T.(X) = 0. This can be verified 
by noting that en-I provides a quadrature formula corresponding to the 
measure (2.6) which is exact for polynomials of degree 212 - 1. This 
quadrature formula is a classical Bouzitat formula of the second kind. (See 
Ghizzetti and Bssicini [l].) It may also be verified by noting that the support 
of cnV1 must be the points where T,2(.~) attains its supremum, i.e., the zeros 
of(l- x2) T:(x) = 0. The corresponding weights at these points may be 
obtained by matching up the first FI moments and requiring total mass equal 
to I. 
3. THE GENERAL SOLUTION 
As indicated in the introduction the problem now is to fmd the Q and A 
which will minimize the supremum on r-1, 11 of the quantity d(s; Q, A) 
defined in Eq. (1. I). A considerable simplification is obtained if we use some 
of the results from Marlin and Studden [2, p. 367, Theorem 8.11. It is shown 
,there that the minimizing Q and .4 are of a certain form. For any f we par- 
tition the matrix n/r(() according to f’ and j” by defining 
so that 
The minimizing Q is shown to be of the form 
(3.1) 
where %, maximizes the determinant of the matrix 
The matrix A was normalized to have determinant equal to one. The mini- 
mizing A is the matrix A((,) suitably normalized. Since the normalization 
does not change the problem we can restrict the matrix A to have determinant 
equal to that of A(f,). 
Now the identity 
shows that minimizing j A(E)] is equivalent to minimizing (2.4) for general S. 
The minimizing measwe 5, can readily be shown to have canonical mo~~nents 
One can now convert back to the measure f,$ p then to the ordinary mome~-~s 
of 5, and then to the matrices Q and A. It is also possible ho evaluate ‘:‘?e 
ordinary moments of [, used in Q and A directly from the csmnical momerr:s 
givern in (3.4). These relationships are described more f&ly in Skibbinsky ,[-I-] 
or Sudden [5-J and relate the power series generating the ordinary ,mome~ts 
with its continued fraction expansion. 
The relationship between the pi and the ci is sligMy more involved ~&z-8 
the symmetry producing pzrml = fr is not present. 
The -minimizing measure 5, also has a simple descr@tioa, See St~sddz 
[5]. The support of f, consists of the points &I 23d the ;: - 1 zercs of 
where 
CY - 1 (2-S-11) 
8 - 2 (32 - 2~ -- lj 
.s = ‘3, I,.... :I - : 
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The weights that 5, assigns to each of the zeros X, of (3.7) and &I are 
given by 
2 
2H + 1 f U2sk-) 
i = 0, I,.. ,, 12, (3.8) 
where U%,(X) is the Chebyshev poIynomia1 of the second kind, 
U,(x) = 
sin(k + 1) 0 
sin 8 ’ x = cos 0. 
4. EXAMPLES AND FURTKER PROPERTIES 
As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3 the reduction of the minimizing 
A and Q to the form (3.1) and (3.2) is given in KarIin and Studden [2]. The 
same Theorem 8.1 on p. 367 also says that with the matrix ,4 of the form 
(3.2) the quantity d(x; Q, A), with the minimizing Qs = Q([J and A, = A(fs), 
satisfies the inequality 
d(x; Qs , As) < n - 27. (4.0 
For s = y1 - 1 the expression d(,t-; Qs , A,) reduces to Tn2(x). Equation 
(4.1) is then just the familiar fact that TVZ2(x) < I for x E [-- I, I]. 
The polynomial T, is orthogonal to 9, k = 0, I, ,.., IZ - 1 with respect 
to (2.6). Since the minimizing measure (+I and (2.6) have the same moments 
co , Cl ,"', cZnWl it follows that t, and xk are orthogonal with respect o [11-1 - 
There seems to be no analog to (2.6) for the general measure 8, . However 
if we define 
then the polynomials gi, i = s + l,..., n are orthonormal and orthgonal 
to 1, x,..., xs with respect to the measure 5, . See Kiefer [3] or Karlin and 
Studden [2]. 
As a specific example consider the case n = 3. Using Eq. (3.4) we note 
that all the odd canonical moments are equal to 4 while the even moments 
are 
P% P4 Ps 
s = 0 315 2f3 1 
s=i l/2 213. 1 
s = 2 l/2 l/2 I 
A few further calculations using (3.6) and (3.5) give the ordinary moments. 
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The odd moments tZi--]. are zero while the even moments are given by the 
following: 
C2 c4 cg 
s = 0 315 13125 63/12S 
s = 1 l/2 5/12 29172 
s = 2 l/2 3/s H/32 
Equation (4.1) for the three cases then gives 
s := 2: 
(x” - 2~) 16(x3 - Qxj < I; 
s = 0: 
For s = 0 the measure &, has equali mass I/@ i- 1) on the zeros of 
(l-xx;‘)P~(x)=O, which for n=J gives x=&I and x=&l yl-$, 
For s = n - 1 the measure EnP1 has mass on the zeros of (1 - x2) T.(x) = 0, 
which are x, = cos(vr/n) s = 0, I,..., n. The interior zeros have weight T/jlz 
while 41 have weight 1/2n each. For s = 1 and n = 3 there is weighr. % 
on x = -+1/d/6 and Q on x = il. 
As a final remark observe that &, and ko-1 give essentially equal weight 
to the zeros of (I - x2) P:(x) = 0 and (1 - x”) r,:(x) = 0, respectively. The 
zeros of all the classical polynomials distribute themselves according to the 
density given in (2.6). Therefore &, and cn-l both converge (weakly) to the 
measure with density (2.6) as H -+ 00. The measures t, : which also depend 
on n, can be shown to lie between 5, and tneI so that they all converge to 
(2.6) uniformly in s. 
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